In a number of previous papers we discussed the role that a constitutional crisis would play in the planned 'radical reconstruction' of the United States, where the most powerful nation in the world – by far – is taken apart by her enemies.

In *The Next Choreographed War* (October 2017 [#141]), we summarized the way we saw this crisis developing:

The Elite needed a figure from outside the establishment in the office of President so that, when the economic collapse finally happens, they will have a suitable fall-guy to take the blame. This is where Trump comes in. He is neither Democratic nor Republican (in any real sense). He is not identified with Wall Street, the military-industrial complex, or any obvious corporate interests. Portrayed all along as a maverick and an interloper, both by his own people and by the media, he is the ideal figure on which to hang full responsibility for the coming disaster, both economic and military.
Some pundits try to present him as an enemy of the "deep state" – the ultra-rich Elite who control America. They even claim he is standing in their way and delaying implementation of the New World Order. But this is ridiculous. Trump is a fully-paid up member of this subversive elite, moulded and trained over several decades for the position he now holds (just like his N Korean counterpart).

In our earlier papers (#97 and #109), in which we discussed the possibility of a Constitutional crisis involving the office of the President, we suggested that nationwide concern surrounding this office and its incumbent would play a key role in these events. Although it has arrived by a different course, the Constitutional crisis that we predicted is now a reality. The American people are faced with an incumbent in the office of President whom they now realize is well capable of dangerously irrational acts and who cannot be constrained in a prompt and timely manner by Congress. The only effective short-term option is forcible removal – a military coup.

**The Crisis is Deepening**

This crisis is now deepening. The recent turmoil surrounding the Supreme Court vacancy, where allegations by just one individual, which had no discernible corroborating evidence, were sufficient to stymie Congress and hamstring what ought to have been a fairly straightforward Constitutional process.
The trial-by-television seemed, at first glance, to focus only on Judge Kavanaugh, but in a wider sense it designed to expose systemic weaknesses in the three branches of government. The President was made to seem ineffectual in a matter of national importance (on foot of unsubstantiated claims by just one person); the machinery of Congress was made to seem out of its depth when asked to consider the credibility and significance of such claims; while the Supreme Court was subjected to the bizarre spectacle of having a possible future member belittled in public by politicians who showed more respect for the person making the allegations than for the candidate under review.

**Process of Demoralization**

By itself, this televised circus does not point to a crisis, but it does show how the Illuminati method of demoralization is being applied to shake public confidence in the three branches of government. We have no doubt that this will continue, with further spectacles of this kind being engineered (as this one was) to convince the American public that the Constitution is out of date and unable to cope with the pressures of modern government.
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In our earlier papers we worked on the assumption that, when the President is no longer deemed capable of carrying out his duties in a responsible manner, and may even jeopardise the security of the state, he would be removed from office by the military (or an influential clique comprising senior military and Congressional personnel). However, given the scenario that has developed since our paper in October 2017, we must now consider the possibility that the President may decide to pre-empt a coup by imposing martial law before the clique has an opportunity to carry through with its plan.
Weighing the Evidence

Let’s look at the evidence. Over the past year we have seen an unprecedented wave of attacks on the competence and character of the President, much of it emanating from sources that would not normally employ such divisive tactics. Many leading newspapers have carried op-eds which either stated or implied that the President was unfit to hold office. Some described him as erratic, inconsistent and impulsive, a maverick who is unable to seek or consider good advice. Others claimed he is beholden to interests whose identities have not yet been disclosed. Some have even suggested that his egoism and latent paranoia will cause him to make irrational decisions that could endanger the security of the United States.

On top of this we have had two books about his presidency which strongly reinforce many of the concerns expressed in the op-eds. Both books have received a great deal of media attention. This has lent credence to the President’s contention that his enemies are conspiring against him and will stop at nothing to bring him down.

Both books work on the principle that, if only a small fraction of the allegations are true, the President is unfit for office and the country is heading toward disaster. In Fire and Fury, Wolff looks mainly at the improbable journey that led to his triumph, while Woodward – who chose a very unsettling title for his cautionary tale – leans mainly on the views and opinions of those who have been working closely with the President in the White House.
In addition to all this, we have an ongoing Congressional investigation, led by Robert Mueller, into whether or not Russia or other foreign powers interfered in the 2016 Presidential election for the purpose of getting Trump elected. This too can only be calculated to play on the President's paranoia.

**An absolutely unprecedented attack**

One recent attack was without precedent. When the *New York Times* published an anonymous opinion piece on 5 September 2018, under the title: *I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration*, it was fully aware of the gravity of the step it was taking. When one of the most influential newspapers in America targets a sitting President in this way, and does so anonymously, we can be sure the Elite are preparing (and conditioning) the public to expect something unpleasant. It stated, “*We believe publishing this essay anonymously is the only way to deliver an important perspective to our readers.*”
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Its author, whose identity is still undisclosed, stated, “The root of the problem is the president's amorality. Anyone who works with him knows he is not moored to any discernible first principles that guide his decision making.” In short, he is a runaway train that will sooner or later come careening off the tracks:

“...he engages in repetitive rants, and his impulsiveness results in half-baked, ill-informed and occasionally reckless decisions that have to be walked back.”
The author’s assessment of the President’s leadership style could hardly be more critical – “impetuous, adversarial, petty and ineffective.” Senior officials at the White House “will privately admit their daily disbelief at the commander-in-chief’s comments and actions.” [This is an interesting choice of words. Under the Constitution (Article II, Section 2) the President is considered commander-in-chief only under wartime conditions or martial law, never in peacetime.]

**Dark Side**

When the opinion piece stated that “President Trump’s impulses are generally anti-trade and anti-democratic” it was deliberately pointing to a possible dark side to his character. It went on to make the following sinister observation:

> “Take foreign policy: In public and in private, President Trump shows a preference for autocrats and dictators, such as President Vladimir Putin of Russia and North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, and displays little genuine appreciation for the ties that bind us to allied, like-minded nations.”

Referring to the efforts being made by senior officials within the White House to counter the President’s erratic behavior, it stated “This isn’t the work of the so-called deep state. It’s the work of the steady state.” This reference to the Deep State is important since it shows that the reader is expected to consider the possibility that there exists within the establishment an entrenched elite who are secretly in the driving seat. If such a group exists, and Trump is opposed to all or part of its agenda, then it would make sense to have him removed.

Lest his readers miss the seriousness of the scenario he was depicting, the anonymous author makes a remarkably frank declaration toward the end of his piece:
“Given the instability many witnessed, there were early whispers within the cabinet of invoking the 25th Amendment, which would start a complex process for removing the president. But no one wanted to precipitate a constitutional crisis. So we will do what we can to steer the administration in the right direction until — one way or another — it’s over.”

This is exactly what our papers over the past several years have been addressing, a constitutional crisis involving the office of the President.

Responding to the piece, Steve Bannon, former White House chief strategist, told Reuters, “What you saw the other day was as serious as it can get. This is a direct attack...This is a coup, okay”.

He said the last time a U.S. president had been challenged in such a fashion was during the American Civil War when General George B. McClellan clashed with the then president, Abraham Lincoln.

General George McClellan (giving a Masonic sign).

The Script v the Real Story
Of course, when Bannon says it’s a coup, he means it’s a coup in the making. The forces that are currently undermining the President, and doing so in a highly organized way, will gradually intensify until he is forced out of office.

This is the script which the American people are being conditioned to accept.

The real story, however, is very different. The Elite already have all the leverage they need to push America over a cliff, both economically and militarily, but they need a scapegoat. A constitutional crisis involving the office of President would have many advantages.
Firstly, it would place responsibility for the crisis on the shoulders of a maverick, unpredictable individual. Secondly, it would allow them to schedule key events to fit their timeline. Thirdly, it would activate the totalitarian powers vested in the office of the President during a national crisis. These powers, which have been set in place primarily through a long series of Executive Orders, will allow the President to rule America with undisputed authority. While a state of martial law prevails, neither Congress nor the Supreme Court, if they continued to function, would have any constraining influence on his actions.

**The Plan goes back over a hundred years**

This plan can be traced back at least a hundred years. When Woodrow Wilson was running for the Presidency in 1912 he told a journalist that the country needed to undergo a “radical reconstruction.” This is now understood to mean that the series of checks and balances that were deliberately built into the three branches of government, in order to prevent the emergence of an all-powerful tyrant, would have to be removed. Once they are activated the special Executive powers will ensure that two of the three branches of government will essentially fall silent. Only the executive branch, the President himself, would have any real authority.

This can only happen if a state of national emergency is declared. And who has the authority to do that? The President!
How will the American people respond to this? That all depends on the reasons that the President gives for declaring a national emergency. If they sound plausible, the public will very likely go along with it, especially if the President assures them that he will leave office as soon as order is restored. If the emergency is declared on foot of a painful event affecting nearly everybody, such as a massive stock market collapse that was seemingly triggered by a cyber attack from Russia or Iran, most Americans would be willing to accept the activation of special powers to deal with the crisis before it did irreparable damage. In doing so they will voluntarily trade freedom for security – to their eternal regret.

**Edward Mandell House**

President Woodrow Wilson was controlled by a Svengali-type figure – ‘Colonel’ Edward Mandell House – who virtually picked his cabinet and decided many aspects of national policy (The ‘Colonel’ in his title was purely honorific as he had no military experience whatever). He even drafted the famous 14 Points which Wilson foisted on the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, which was effectively a blueprint for world government via the so-called ‘League of Nations’.

House had the audacity to publish a novel in 1912, albeit anonymously, which set out a strategy that could be used to bring America under the control of a dictator. It had the telling title, *Philip Dru: Administrator: A Story of Tomorrow* – where the eponymous hero becomes the ‘administrator’ (dictator) in a scenario which the author considered would one day become the future of America. (Unfortunately the last part of the title, ‘A Story of Tomorrow’, is often omitted from references to this book.)
The following extract describes the moment of transition

General Dru now called a conference of his officers and announced his purpose of assuming the powers of a dictator, distasteful as it was to him, and, as he felt it might also be, to the people. He explained that such a radical step was necessary, in order to quickly purge the Government of those abuses that had arisen, and give to it the form and purpose for which they had fought. They were assured that he was free from any personal ambition, and he pledged his honor to retire after the contemplated reforms had been made, so that the country could again have a constitutional government. Not one of them doubted his word, and they pledged themselves, and the men under them, to sustain him loyally. He then issued an address to his army proclaiming himself “Administrator of the Republic.”

The day after this address was issued, General Dru reviewed his army and received such an ovation that it stilled criticism, for it was plain that the new order of things had to be accepted, and there was a thrill of fear among those who would have liked to raise their voices in protest.

It was felt that the property and lives of all were now in the keeping of one man.

Please bear in mind that this was the work of the same individual who drafted Wilson’s 14 Points and advised him to create a League of Nations (which now exists in the form of the United Nations). It was very similar in many ways to Plato’s Republic which extolled the ‘strong man’ solution to all political problems. The Illuminati mindset in all matters political is based on absolute control exercised through a dictatorship and secured by mass surveillance. It is the kernel of Marxism, the totalitarian philosophy of Plato, the super-state of Nazism, and the absolute monarchy advocated by Machiavelli.
The Wise Men v The Masses
In this philosophy only the wise men, the ‘Illuminated Ones’, are qualified to rule. David Rockefeller called this "The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite." The masses are simply unable to understand what is required and, when left to their own devices, invariably select leaders as puny and inadequate as themselves.

The figure of Philip Dru is very similar to Oliver Cromwell, who declared himself Lord Protector of the Realm after the English civil war in the 17th century. The Administrator of the Republic is essentially the Protector of the Realm, the strong man who assumes absolute power solely for altruistic reasons, or so he claims. When order was restored after Cromwell’s death, England succumbed to what is known as The Glorious Revolution of 1688. The royal houses of Germany and Holland took over the monarchy of England in a bloodless coup – and have ruled that country ever since.

Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), Lord Protector of the Realm

If the strong man does not emerge as the ultimate ruler, he is the agent of change which facilitates the emergence of a new order. As House put it in the extract given above, “...it was plain that the new order of things had to be accepted...”

Dru’s rise to power was itself the product of an extensive program of subversion masterminded by a Senator Selwyn who sought and received generous financial backing from a thousand multi-millionaires. This was the real conspiracy, without which the ‘strong man’ could not have emerged.
What many readers of this book fail to see is that both Dru and Selwyn were working for the same cabal of oligarchs. A tyrant can come to power only through the support of a hidden cabal of ultra-rich backers. Thereafter he is the public face of that cabal and does their bidding, unknown to the masses who bow before him.

Senator Selwyn was the mastermind chosen by the Elite to implement their plan. Here is how he went about it:

Newspapers were subsidized in ways they scarcely recognized themselves. Honest officials who were in the way were removed by offering them places vastly more remunerative, and in this manner he built up a strong, intelligent and well constructed machine. It was done so sanely and so quietly that no one suspected the master mind behind it all. Selwyn was responsible to no one [outside the cabal of oligarchs], took no one into his confidence, and was therefore in no danger of betrayal.

As history has shown the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations were the real-world equivalent of Senator Selwyn. David Rockefeller (1915-2017) and his cronies were probably the best known exponents of the Selwyn methodology. Using their immense financial resources they systematically constructed their own ‘machine’, a network of well-placed individuals in the media, the public service, industry and commerce, state and federal politics, the judiciary, academia, and similar positions of influence. When anyone got in their way they simply gave him a much better paid job elsewhere! – the classic Selwyn technique.
"We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time Magazine and other great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected their promises of discretion for almost forty years...It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national autodetermination practiced in past centuries."

– David Rockefeller, from his address to the Bilderberg Group, June, 1991

The 'Selwyn Network' has been chipping away quietly in the background for about a hundred years, preparing for the emergence of the ‘strong man’ who will declare martial law and assume the sweeping dictatorial powers enshrined in countless Executive Orders. The Executive Orders themselves have been quietly assembled over a period of more than sixty years, signed into law by a series of Presidents who may not themselves have appreciated their ultimate purpose. They were simply following the instructions they received from the faceless coterie of schemers who managed the Network.
CONCLUSION
How will all of this play out in the coming years?

The military build up in China, along with the many areas of contention between the US and China – trade imbalances and tariffs, intellectual property rights, cyber crime, military alliances, competing currencies, competing spheres of influence, diplomatic tensions, and so forth – are all pointing to a direct confrontation at some future date. The US has pledged to defend both Taiwan and Japan should China impinge on their sovereignty. Since China is rapidly expanding its reach across Asia, such an encroachment is only a matter of time. This means the US can be ‘surprised’ by events whose timing will be decided entirely at the discretion of the Chinese military. If the US is already in a state of national emergency when this happens, with one individual – the ‘strong man’ – making most of the key decisions, the outcome would be uncertain (to say the least). However, all uncertainty would vanish if Russia joined forces with China.

Everyone with a cell phone in the US received this FEMA message on Wednesday 3rd October, 2018. The President will in future be able to issue ‘Emergency Alerts’ just like this one. It could be used to prepare the American public for martial law. For instance, if a coup attempt is made by the military, the President could alert the public to the danger he is facing and to the possibility that drastic action may be needed. This is called predictive programming. It is used to condition the masses to behave in a particular way, especially in a crisis.
Philip Dru and General Brutus

It is still unclear whether the sitting President will emerge as the ‘strong man’ or whether a senior figure in the military (or even a former President) would be installed on foot of a coup to remove the incumbent. Whatever happens, the Elite will want the American public to endorse the new regime, probably via a national plebiscite, on the strict understanding that it is purely temporary and that constitutional government would be restored as quickly as possible. The electorate, when faced with a decision of this kind, would almost certainly give their approval. They would have no choice. As House stated in *Philip Dru*, “It was felt that the property and lives of all were now in the keeping of one man.” A vote against the new regime would only add to the uncertainty and risk the forfeiture of property and savings. The middle class could lose everything.

This factor was highlighted in an essay by Lieutenant Colonel Charles J. Dunlap, *The Origins of the American Military Coup of 2012* (published in 1992) [We published it on this website on August 8, 2012. A copy may be found as an Appendix to our paper #141]. His essay won a prestigious prize at the time and the award was announced by General Colin Powell. Dunlap gave a fictionalized account of a military coup d’état led by a General Brutus, who assumed the role of President and sought popular approval through a nationwide referendum:

Concern about crime was a major reason why General Brutus's actions were approved in the Referendum. Although voter participation by the general public was low, older Americans voted at a much higher rate. Furthermore, with the aging of the baby boom generation, the block of American voters over 45 grew to almost 53 percent of the voters by 2010. This wealthy, older electorate welcomed an organization which could ensure their physical security. When it counted, they backed Brutus [the dictator] in the Referendum – probably the last votes they'll ever cast.
In the course of his paper, Dunlap made an observation that is particularly relevant today:

In 1992 not very many people would’ve thought a military coup d'état could ever happen here. Sure, there were eccentric conspiracy theorists who saw the Pentagon's hand in the assassination of President Kennedy, President Nixon's downfall, and similar events. But even the most avid believers had to admit that no outright military takeover had ever [been attempted] before now.

In his reference to General McClellan, Steve Bannon was drawing a parallel between two Presidents, Trump and Lincoln. Interestingly, Lincoln was the only President to suspend *habeas corpus*, the legal principle which ensures that no-one can be imprisoned without a fair trial. He softened the impact of this tyrannical step by abolishing slavery, thus convincing the American public that he was really a man of integrity. Many conservative voters today would support Trump in a ‘strong man’ referendum if he promised to do something equally humanitarian, such as abolishing Planned Parenthood and criminalizing abortion.

There is a certain irony in this. Many born-again Christian leaders have warned that God will judge America for her treatment of children-in-the-womb, where over fifty million have been murdered by 'legalized' abortion for social or economic convenience since 1973. The Christian community across America may end up voting into power a tyrant who promises to undo this truly wicked system but who, unknown to his supporters, is really on course to destroy Christianity itself.
"The LORD hath sworn, and will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek. The Lord at thy right hand shall strike through kings in the day of his wrath. He shall judge among the heathen, he shall fill the places with the dead bodies; he shall wound the heads over many countries."

- Psalm 110:4-6
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